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ABSTRACT

Eager to use the new tools we’d been given, we quickly realized that carefully preparing our data for use in Information Maps and Web Report Studio was the key to maximizing efficiency and minimizing frustration.

In an attempt to satisfy both our SAS administrators and our customers, our goal was to provide the most flexibility that Information Maps and Web Report Studio had to offer with the caveat that the project also return results rapidly.

Compiling our source data to create effective Information Maps that take full advantage of the filters available, and subsequently, using the prompt capabilities in Web Report Studio while reducing run-time required forethought. In this paper, we will look at an example of one particular set of client reports. Our objective will be to outline the performance concerns, and follow up with the approach taken to tackle the issues.

Our paper will address several topics including analyzing and aggregating source data, dealing with date/time variables, setting up prompts and utilizing pre-filters and filters.

INTRODUCTION

For several years, our department has been charged with generating a set of annual claims and enrollment reports for a specific, large client. This type of specialized reporting is not common for our area, but the importance of this client mandated it to be critical in order to maintain our relationship with the account. The process was inherited from a Customer Consulting department, and at first blush, did not appear to be a daunting task. What we found after detailed investigation was a huge series of programs that varied ever so slightly in their code details.

Our challenge was to provide our underwriting analysts with an acceptable and efficient SAS BI solution. These users were not SAS-savvy which precipitated the need to deliver reports that look very similar to what they had been previously provided. To do this, we were compelled to provide a solution that was able to seamlessly move from the large data extract to report creation without asking our users to do the heavy lifting.

The data pull extracts 41 fields of class variables, dates and metrics from the monthly source files. Approximately 4.5 million records are contained in this past year’s annualized dataset. The client requested its data to be delivered in series of seven reports (5 claims and 2 enrollment reports) for each of fourteen separate segments. Each segment dataset was created by filtering and aggregating twelve to fourteen monthly client-specific datasets. These summary datasets had very long processing times, followed by running the seven interim SAS report creation programs and culminating in an extensive manual process to format these reports in Excel. In all, the project required one FTE a full four months to complete the entire reporting effort.
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

A year ago, the decision was made to streamline our process using the new BI tools. A couple of initial approaches proved cumbersome. For example, attempts to process data inside the IM slowed processing dramatically, and trying to surface the data to WRS via a Stored Process was primarily dismissed on the fact that processing times using this method fell outside guidelines set by our SAS Divisional Administrator. Compiling our source data to create effective Information Maps that take full advantage of the filters available, and subsequently, using the prompt capabilities in Web Report Studio while reducing run-time required forethought. We needed to determine whether to use a single map or create multiples. That decision would lead to the number of additional prompt criteria that would be required within Web Report Studio.

Although we have only a small number of measures – covered charges, billed charges and a mixture of member, visit and service counts – the alignment of the categories proved to be the components that required the most thought.

We massaged the data in a variety of ways with data transformation being completed on Claim Type, Age, Date and Zip Code fields in the initial steps. We also created indexes on the Date and Segment fields. Next we cleansed the data, and excluded all data falling outside the requested date range. Additionally, we selected only the fields that were needed on the final reports to be included in the Information Map. All of these measures were taken to increase the processing speed of report generation.

Our research led us to the concept of using the SAS Scheduler built into the functionality of Web Report Studio. Unfortunately, our environment remains in a developmental stage, so certain components – including the Scheduler – are not yet available to us. With the anticipation of such capability in the very near future, we have included it in the examples shown below.

These examples show the multiple approaches we took toward report provision. Following these illustrations we have included a matrix showing the time/efficiency evaluations, which were used to determine the methodology to be used in production.
EXAMPLE #1 – Multiple Information Maps with Multiple WRS Reports

Because the resulting reports show the measures cut across a variety of ways, we first thought our category classifications necessitated the creation of multiple Information Maps. We thought this to be a good choice since it would reduce the demand for extensive filtering within WRS and require minimal user interaction with the application. However, our processing times for each individual report fell outside the acceptable processing limits, and running twelve separate WRS reports was more cumbersome than anticipated. Additionally, if and when report requirements need to be expanded or altered, twelve separate Information Maps and their corresponding WRS reports would require modification.

Directory of individual segment information maps:

Sample WRS for a single segment IM:
Note: As previously mentioned herein, our environment does not yet support the scheduling functions within WRS. However, had we been given access to this tool – and with approval from our SAS Divisional Administrator – the initial approach taken (Example #1) may have proven to be our final choice.

Using the functionality shown below, it would be possible to schedule and distribute the entire set of reports during off-peak processing times.
For the next three examples, the Information Map structure is identical.

The Information Map is set up like this:

EXAMPLE #2 – Single Information Map with 12 Segment Filters
(EXAMPLE #2 – continued)

The filter created in the IM for this requires the user to select one of the twelve segments, run it and then repeat that process for each of the other segments.

Sample WRS report for a single user-chosen segment:

![Sample WRS report](image)

**Note:**
The noticeable differences here were that processing time decreased by a minute per segment, and that only one Information Map and one Web Report Studio report would need to be modified if requirements change.
EXAMPLE #3 – Single Information Map with Group Break by Segment

This WRS report is designed using the Group Breaks option:

Next select the “New page for each value” checkbox:
(EXAMPLE #3 – continued)

User chooses the segment from the list on the right and a report is generated:

At this point the user may choose to email or export the report:
EXAMPLE #4 – Single Information Map with NO Group Breaks by Segment

This WRS report is also designed using the Group Breaks option:

However, the “New page for each value” checkbox is left unchecked:
User is **not** prompted to choose a segment because the entire report group is generated:

As shown in Example #3, the user may choose to email or export the report.
### DECISION MATRIX / CONCLUSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHOD</th>
<th>TIME ELAPSED</th>
<th>ADVANTAGES</th>
<th>DISADVANTAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMPLE #1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Information Map for each of 12 Segments</td>
<td>44 minutes</td>
<td>Requires little user interaction (jobs are scheduled)</td>
<td>Report additions or modifications require each IM to be altered; Run-time exceeds acceptable limits set by Admin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; 3.5 minutes per segment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMPLE #2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Information Map with Segment Filter</td>
<td>34 minutes</td>
<td>User chooses segment</td>
<td>Run-time exceeds acceptable limits set by Admin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt; 2.5 minutes per segment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMPLE #3</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Information Map / Group Break by Segment</td>
<td>5.5 minutes</td>
<td>User chooses segment; Meets run-time requirements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 30 seconds per segment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXAMPLE #4</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Information Map / No Break by Segment</td>
<td>7.5 minutes</td>
<td>All reports generate at one time</td>
<td>User needs segments to be run with varying date selection criteria; Run-time exceeds acceptable limits set by Admin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is clear from the decision matrix that our choice had to be the methodology of Example #3. This technique proved not only to deliver the reports quickly, but also to satisfy the user’s novice abilities with SAS tools.

**Lessons Learned:**

- Data needs to be IMWRS ready. (Meaning that data processing should be kept to a minimum inside these BI tools. Data transformations need to be completed outside the IMWRS tools for the reports to run efficiently. Trying to do otherwise significantly impedes the turn around time for data delivery.)
- Create reports with a focus on the abilities of the end users. (The end user in this case was neither technically-oriented nor experienced with SAS tools; therefore, little to no interaction with these applications was a main requirement. A point-and-click solution that we were looking for was found in our third example.)
- Being able to schedule the reports to run at off-peak times would have expanded the options we could have used for meeting all administrative and user requirements.

*All jobs were run using the Unix operating system – Sun Microsystems, Inc. OS version 5.9.*
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